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A THEORY OF UNST.AGGERED AIRFOIL CASCADES IN COMPRESSIBLE
By ROBERT .\.sPrRRand H.~uLIm ALLEN
SUM31ARY
By use of the rnefhods oj thin airjoil theory, which include
e$eek of cornprewjbility, relations are dereloped which permit
the rapid determination of the pressure distm”bution orer an
unstaggered cascade of airjoils oj a gicen projle, and the deter-
mination o.f the pro$le shape necessary to yields giren preswre
distribution.. for small chwd[gap ratios. For incompressible
jlw the results oj the theory are compared with acailable
examples obtained by tie more exact mefhud of conforrnal tra.ns-
jormation. Although the theory is dereloped jar small chord/
gap ratios, these comparisons shou’ that it may be extended to
ch.ordlgap ratios oj order unity, at least for low-speed j?o ws.
Choking o-fcascades, a phenomenon oj particular importance in
compressor design, is considered.
INTRODUCTION
The wider use of gas turbirws and other cletices employing
a.xiaI-flow compressors has increased the need for com-
pressors with a high pressure rise per stage. ln order to
achie~-e this purpose it is necessq to use high velocity
flows, thus increasing the possibility of losses through com-
pression shock. A method is therefore clesiralde which wilI
permit the design of compressor blades which ha~e high
critical compressibility speeck. This result can be accom-
plished if a cascade of airfoik representing the flow can be de-
signed to give a desirabIe airfoil-section pressure distribution.
This report attacks a portion of the problem by ilnding the
reIation between the profile shape and pressure clistribution
over airfoils arranged in an unstaggered caseacle through the
use of the approximate methods of thin airfoil theoqr origi-
nally presented by Glauert in reference 1 and further de-
veloped by the NTACA in reference 2. The flow o~er an
airfoil in cascacIe is related to that over a single airfoiI in a
free stream. The problem of finding the pressure clistribu-
tion over an airfoil in cascacle or the shape of zn airfoil in
cascade to gke a required pressure distribution then reduces
to the analogous problem for a singIe airfoil, which can be
solved by known methods.
The analysis invokes the assumption that the gap between
airfoik is large compared to the chord Iength. In particldar,
expressions reIating the characteristics of a cascacle airfoiI to
those of a free airfoil are expanded in a power series in c/g,
where c is the chord and g the perpendicular cListance between
airfoil chord Iines in the cascade, and powers of c/g higher
than the second are neglected. Definitions of the symboIs
used are found in Appenclkx A
THEORY
Consider an infinite unstaggerecl cascade of identical two-
dimensionaI airfoils, as represented in figure 1. The config-
uration is speci6ed by the chord[gap ratio c[g, the camber-
Line shape and thickness clistribution of the individual
airfoils. For an individual airfoiI, the incident velocity is
T“ with a corresponding density of p and angle of attack a’.
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FIcrF+i?I.-Schematic rtiagramof cascade.
The pressure distribution on a typicaI cascade airfoil w-ill
be compa.reel -with that which woukI be obtainecl o-i-er a
single airfoil of the same shape in a.stream of velocity V and
density p. The angle of a,ttack a of the single airfoil w-ill not,
~ generaI, be the same as the angle of a,ttack a’ of the
a~foil in cascade, ancl an expression relating the two aggks
w-ill be gi-ren. In the analysis to follow, primes -w-dIbe used
to clesignate properties of the cascade airfoil.
AERODYXA>lIC CFI.ARACrERISTICSOF A CASCADE AIRFOIL OF .L GIYEX
PROFILE Si?APE
EfYect of camber.—The chordw-ise Iift distribution for the
free airfoil is given by the Kutta-Joukowski reIation
dL (iT
dx
—=PTTG (1)
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where L is lift per unit span, 17is the vcwticity per unit span,
and z is the chordwise distance from the leading edge to the
to the point in question. The lift-distribution coefficient P
is then defined as
(2)
In Appendix B, it is shown that the stream velocity zt
the cascade airfoil is uniform so thaL the Iift distribution
for the cascade airfoil may be expressed as
dL’ dr”
~=pv~
and the lift-distribution coefficient of
referred to the dynamic pressure q is
~*_l dL’_2 ~
‘q dx Vdx
From equations (2) and (4),
‘“-p=:+=)
(3)
the cascade airfoil
(4)
(5)
It is now desirable to express equation (5) in a more conv-
enient form. lt is assumed that the vortieity distributions
of the free and cascade airfoils, respectively, may be rep-
resented by the following series (references 1 and 2):
The new parameter b’is related to x by the equation
%=; (l— COSd) (7)
Equ~tion (5) Lhen becomes
[
P*–P=4 (AO’ 1–AJ cot ~ O+n~l(A-n’–AJ sin no (8)
The coeff~cients in equation (8) will now be evaluated by
considering the conditions of flow at the airfoil boundaries.
Let v and v’ be the vertical components of velocity induced,
respectively, by the free airfoil and a particular cascade
airfoil, and let Av be the vertical component of velocity
induced by the other airfoils of the cascade. For small
angles of attack, in order that ~he flow- be tangent at the
surfaces, the slope dy,/dx of the airfoiI camber line (which is
the same for both free and cascade airfoils) must be given
by the following relations:
dy,
J~=a+;7
dy,~=aJ+?’+*
Vv
(9)
Appendix B gives the vertical components of vcloei Ly
induced by the vorticity and source-sink distributions which
represent the airfoils of a cascade. For simplicity, the
foIIowing symboIs are used:
(1311)
h=%ll—llp (B4)
where M is the Xfach number of the undi.st-urkd sham.
The veIocity components talc.ulatccl in Appendix B arc
;’=~ (
–AO+~A. COS n@
)
(B5}
n=l
v’
(
V=h —AO’+~A.’ cos nO
)
(B6)
%=1
and neglecting terms involving a to the second and higll~~r
powers
$= – 2: [( W+;AJ) – (2ii0’+z41’) COS 6] @25)
Substituting these relations in equrttions (9),
obtained l
-2: [(AO’+;A,’) – (2A0’+-L4,’) cos @]
there is
(10)
Since equations (10) are equal trigonometric series, the
coefficients of cos no can be equated:
a—kAO=a’—hAO’—2~ (AO’+;AJ)
xA, =M,’+2; (2A,’ +A,’)
A,= A,’
. . . . .
A,=.A,’(n#l)
(11)
From the fist of equations (1 1), it k seen that the quan-
tity (AO’—AO) depends on the angle of attack a of the free
airfoil. This angle may be arbitrarily defilied so that
AO’–AO=O (12)
Combining equations (11) and (12), the following relations
are obtained:
/l,\’–Ao=o
AI’- A[==2 ;2 (2A0’+AI’)
1
A* ’–A, =O
. . . . .
A.’–AZ=O (n#l)
and
(13)
(14)
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Making use of equations (13), equation (14) may also be
vm~tten as follows:
(15)
From equations (8) and (13), there is obtained
p*–p= —8 ; (2A0’+AI’) Sk 8 (16)
Changing to the unprimed coefficients with the use of equa-
tions (13), and neglecting terms in G2, the expression becomes
P*–P=–s ; @l~+A1) sin e (17)
It should not be interpretecI from equations (16) zmd (17)
that Al’ and .41 are equal. Equation (17) is the result of
dropping terms in Z and not. of equating .41’ and Al. The
difference between AI’ and .-il to the orcler F is still given
by equations (13).
The section lift coefficient. for the free
Q=rp’ (:)
airfoil is
(1s)
.Substituting from equations (2), (6); and (7) and performing
the integration, one obtains
Similarly, the- quarter-chord moment coefficient is
From equations (19) and (20) it follows that
With use of equations (21), equations (15) and (17) then
become
“-a=:(c+-) (22)
and
P*-P=-~sin @ (23)
Effect of thickness, —Frorn Appendix B, the horizontal
velocity at. an airfoil in cascade is greater than that at a
single airfoil b-y the amount, Au, which is given by the relation
Au ACT
V=A3
The quantity A is a function of airfoil thickness given by
equation (3320) and tabulated for various airfoiIs in tabIe I,
which has been taken from reference 3.
The increment of -reIocity given by equation (WI) can be
added to the -reIocity of the undisturbed stream V1 to give the
true incident velocity V:
v= VI +- Au (25)
Froru equations (B24) and (25),
The density p, far ahead of the cascade is gi~en by the
following equation, deri~ed for iscntropic flow:
{ +mY’-’lrp~=p 1— ~
where y is the ratio of spec%c beak at consta~t pressure to
that at constant volume. Using the binomial expansion and
neglecting terms containing powers of [(Vi/l~z- 1] higher
than the first, there is obtained to the order of c
The ratio of the dynamic pressure q at the center of pres-
sure to the dynamic pressure ql far aheacI of the airfoil is then
found to be
(28)
The lift-distribution coefficien~ P’ referred to the c~ynamic
pressure q~is given by
The cascade section lift coefficient is
‘~=p’’(:)=w’”(:) (31)
Substituting equations (24) and (28} in equation (31) and
performing the int egrat ion, there is obtained, negIecLing
terms in ;,
(32)
Equation (32) gives the relation between the lift. coefEcient
of a cascade airfoil at angle of attack a’ and that. of a single
airfoil at angIe of attack a. The reIation betwee~ a’ and a is
gi~en by equation (22).
The Xfach number U’ must no-w be related to the Mach
number 31 for the corresponding single airfoil. The velocity
of sound al is reIated to a by
/.,=+ (33)
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For isentropic flow
which becomes, using equation (26)
[T1=T 1+(7–1).WJ$ 1 (34j
Hence equation (33) becomes, to the order of F
Using equations (26) and (35) then
“{’=(1-%)”1 (36)
where
(.)
‘y-l
/.4=1+ yj- W (37)
Determination of pressure coefficient,-The folIowing co-
efficients are useful in expressing the pressure on an airfoil
surface:
(38)
where p ~is the local static pressure on the surface of the air-
foil, ancl H, p, and g are, respectively, the totaI head, static
pressure, and dynamic pressure of the undisturbed stream.
The vwiation of H with Mach number, assuming that the
rat io of specific. heats is 1.4, is given (reference 4) by the
equation5
I{=p+g(l+q) )
l+,=l+’y+g+&+ . . .) (39)
From these equations,
A graph of v as a function of Ykch number is given in
figure 2. The subscript 1 in equations (38) and (40) will be
replaced by U, L, or j to denote, respectively, the upper
wud lower surfaces of an airfoiI and the surface of its sym-
metrical base profile,
Ac.cording to reference 5, the veIocity I“f aIong the base
profile of a single airfoil is given for incompressible flow by
the. wpression
where tke pressure coefficients are referred to q. That is,
Pu=y; P.–~L;K Pf–~f;p
and p is the static pressure of the st~eam corresponding to q.
Mach number;M “-
FIGURE2,–Compressibility fl:tor, ?, ass function of Mach number.
The veloeiiy Y; along the base profile of the airfoil in a
cascade in terms of 1’ is simply
V; V,—.. = .
17 ~T
so that
\/l —Pf* = lil —Pf -(42)
since the casc~de base-profile. pressure coefilcient Pf* is
referred to the dynamic pressure q and to tlte static pressure
~ rather than to the corresponding quantities in the un-
disturbed stream. Analysis (reference 3) shows that, wua-
tion (42) holds aIso for compressible flow, to an approxima-
tion of the same orcler of magnitude as others already made.
The upper- ancl Iower-surface pressure coefficients rcfcrrod
to g are from reference 5.
(
l—Pf*+; P*
..)=)
2
pu*=~_L_
1—P;* ‘
(
2
)]
(43)
l—Pf*—; P*
pL*=l– l_pf*
A~though equations (43) were derived for incon~pressibIe
flow, it can be shown that they are applicable in the case of
flow in a compressible stream.
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The coefficients PC,* cmd P.” can be co~~erted into the
coefilcieuts Pu’ and PL’ referred to ql (the cleynmnic pressure
in the undisturbed streaml ancl the corresponding static
pressure by means of the following equat
based on equations (.28) and (40):
s,,*= l+q–P.”
s.*=l+q–P.*
~u’=w=+w
“’=%”=s’”(’+2%9
Pu’=l+-rl’-s”r
P~’=l+q’—sL’
ns, which are
(44)
when q’ is the value corresponding to 31’ gi-r-en by equation
(36).
DETERMN.4TIOX- OF PRESSLIRE DISTRIBUTIOX FOR A GIYE?i PRO~E
SHAPE IX CASCADE
A method can now be outlined for finding the pressure
distribution o~er an airfoil of given profile in an unstaggered
cascade. It will be assumed at the outset that the 31ach
number 31’ of the approaching air is knovm and that the
desired lift coefficient c{ of each of the cascade airfoik is
given.
1. The Xlach number of the corresponding free airfoil, 31,
is determined from equation (36) to a first order in r as
(45)
wherein
()
$ ‘c’ =
“=Z3 .j
(Bll)
(46)
and A may be obtained from table I or from equation (1320).
2. The lift codicient of the corresponding free airfoil,
cl, is found from equation (32) by neglecting second-order
terms in mas
“=C’[’+W-W1
(48)
wherein ~ is gi~en by equation (29).
For the gi-ren airfoil the quarter-chord pitching moment
&Cl& and the angle of atttwk a corresponding to the fift
coefficient c1 will. be know-n and the rmgle of attack for the
airfoil in cascade a’ (degrees) can be found from
CZ’=LY+57.3 :A (cr+4cmc:4) (22)
:3. P= P~ —Pa for compressible flow at the Sfach number
A1 is found for the singIe airfoil at the lift coefficient Cz.
Preferably an experimental pressure distribution at the
appropriate Jlach number and at approximately the same
Reynokls number shouIcl be usecI but a theoretical distrit)u-
tion (e. g., by references 2, 6, 7, or 8) modified by the Glauert.-
Prandt} or Karman-Tsien rule (references 9 and 10] is
sat isfactory.
4. P* is found from equation (24).
5. \’1 —Pr* is calculated from the free airfoil pressure
distribution from equations (41) and (42)
6. (1 –Pf*) ancl P* are combined to gi-re (1 –PU*) arid
(1 –P.”) from equations (43)
(l– Pf*@’*)’
l—Pr; *=
1 — P,*
? (43)
1
(1 –P,* –~P*,P
1—PL*=
1—Pf”
J
7. The cascade pressure coefficients Pu’ and PL’ are then
found by means of equat ions (44):
&*=~-p.*+~
I
‘“’=(1+2$W”
“’=(1+2%%’I (44)
Pu’=l —su’+q’ I
PL’=l —iSL’+q’ J
where ~ and # corresponding to .11 and .11’, respectively, are
found from ficwe 2.
DETERMINATION OF PROFLLE SHAPE FR031 .4 G1%’EX PRE5SLRE
DLS’rRIBUITOX IX CASC!ADE
The procedure for obtaining the profiIe shape for a given
pressure distribution in cascade invoI~es a process which
is essentially the re-rerse of that just outIined. Firsk the
required pressure distribution is drawn. The initial choice
must. be made skillfully with reIianee on experimental pres-
sure distributions so tha,t. the distribution chosen shall
correspond or nearly correspond to that obtainable with a
real airfoiI. From the chosen distribution the coticients
cl! and c~=~l’ are determined by graphlcaI or rmmericaI
integration and the pressure coefficients Puf and P,L~ are
read
the
,1.
off at selected points. The method then consists of
following steps:
The lfach number .11 is determined from
“’=(’+w”p
(45)
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2. PV* and PL* me found by appIying equations (44) in
reverse order, neglecting terms involvil]g a to the sword and
higher powers.
&’=l+q’-Pl7’
&f=l+q~.—pL~
‘U*=(l-2WS”
““=(1-2$9s”
P.*=l+q–s’.*
PL*=I+q–SL*
J
where V’ ancl T correspond to ill’ and 31, (See fig. 2.)
(50)
3. (1 – I’j) is found by mews of the following equations,
which are reaclily obtainecI from equations (49):
The base profile should now be checked to see if it satisfies
the closing condition given in reference 2. If the assumed
pressure clistribution does not correspond to a closed shape,
it must be modified so thzt it does. (See reference 2.)
4. The single-airfoil lift-distribution coefficient P is found
from the relations
p*=p’*_pu* (51)
–w’-:?
p=p$+l:h;l’ (52)
5. The find upper- and lower-pressure coefficients are
calculated by means of the following equations from equa-
tJiOIl(43):
(
1—PJ+~ P
)
2
P.=l–
l—Pf
(
I
(53)
l–Pf–~ P
?
2
P.=l–
l—Pf
6. The angle of attwk of the single airfoil is then given
in degrees by
a’=a’-57.3 ; (c2’+4cmc,4’) (54)
which is a mollification of equation (22).
7. The probIem of finding a profiIe shape which will have
a given pressure clistribution in cascade has now been ~e-
cIucml to the analogous problem for a single airfoil. It is
now possible to calculate the corresponding incomprcssible-
fiow pressure distribution by the method of reference 10, or
simply by multiplying Pu and FL by ~~1—-W. An airfoil
shape can be designed to give this pressure distribution by
the method of reference 2. ln the application of this
method, it is generally necessary to make some changes in
the pressure distribution, as previously noted, in order to
make. it correspond to a possible distribution for an actual
ahfoil. If the initial distribution has been well chos.enj
however, the changes -will be minor,
THE CHOICIh’G OF CASCADES
In the compressible adiabatic flow of a fluid in an elem en-
tary stream tube of varying area A 1, the mass flow must be
constant so th~t the logarithmic derivative
++!X+!!$
must vanish. hTow the clensity PLand the velocity I‘1 are
related to the pressure p i by Bernoulli’s cqua tiom
The quantity ciyl~dpl is, of course, the square
of sound so that BernouIIi’s equation may be
of the wlocity
writ ten
where illz is the local Jlach number. Combining this
expression with that of the loga~ithmie clerivat ive thcn
From this relation it is seen that for a subsonic flow the
area must decrease for a velociby increase, while at supersonic
speeds the area musi increase for a velocity increase, when
the Nfach number is unity, then dA= 0, so that sound spwcl
is only attained where the area is a minimum.
Considering the flow through the casczdc of figure 1 as
essentially unidimensiorml, then it is apparent. that if (ho
flow past the plane bb attains sonic. spmd, the mass flow’
through @e cascacle cannot be further increased ant] Lhti
cascade flow may be said to be “ch.olwcl.” Of course, tho
flow through a cascade is not un idimensional, but experi-
ence with the similar phenomena of choking in wind tunnrk
has indicated that the assumption of t~~~idi~netlsion~Iityof
flow yields calculated choking hfach numbers in good agree-
ment with experiment.
For a unidimensional flow it is shown in mfcwncc 3 that
the ratio of the free area of the undisturbed stream A to the
minimum flow area Am is relatd to the choking Slat’h
number of the free stream .lf~~ by
+-1
Al
[
——
~+’rl
Xm=z 1~ (M.,’- 1) ‘(’-’) (55)
For the approaching stream which will pass betwwu any two
airfoils of the cascades the free cross-sectional area is
A=g COSa’
while the minimum area. between the t~so airfoils is
()Am=g–t=g 1–;
ancl hence
A COSa’
—.
Aml~
(.56)
‘9
where’ t is the maximum thickness of an airfoil,
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Properly the thickness of the boundary layers on each
surface of the airfoil should be added to the geometric
thickness to obtain an effectiw thickness h. using this
wdue with equations (55) and (56) and a -raIue of v (for air)
of 1.4 then
(57)
.4 practical estimate of the choking 31aeh number may be
found by assuming the angle of attack to be so smalI that
cos C/ s 1 and that the effective thickness is the geometric
thickness. With these assumptions, values of the thickness/
gap ratio as a. function of the choking Mach number are
given in figure 3.
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Fm-rm3.—Choking Mach number as a function of the ratio of afrfoii thicknw to
cascade gap.
It is show-n in reference 3 that there exists another pos-
sibility that choking may occur in the wake of the a.irfoik
for very thin profiIes as the resuIt of the action of viscosity.
In most. cases this type of choking w-in not. be of practical
importance.
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DISWSSION
In order to check the accuracy of the equations which have
been developed, pressure distributions for incompressible
fiow ha~-e been calculated at three Iifk coefficients for an un-
staggered cascade of AT.AC.44412 airfoils. These cases were
chosen to permit comparison -with those which have beeu
determined in reference 11 by the method of conformal
transformation. The chorcl~gap ratio in alI cases is 1.03
and the lift coefficients considered are O, 0.5, and 1.0. This
comparison subjects the approximate theory of this report
to a rather se~ere test, since the analysis has been elm-eloped
on the bwis of a sma~ chord/gap ratio. The comparison
-with reference 11 indicates the a.meement is good as may be
seen in figures 4, 5, ancl 6. The single-airfoil pressme
clistributions, as obtained by conformaI transformation in
reference 11, are show-n in the figures for the same lift
coefficients as for the cascade airfoils. (IrI Appendix C
the calculations to obtain the pressure clistribution of figure
-3
— Cascade ff[rfoilby method of this report
— ‘----- Cascade afrfailby mefhad of reference II
—-— Lone airfoil(from reterence 1/)
-2
%.
k-
c
:
?
>
$
?
~
Chordw[se staf~aff,~erce,q~ c
FTGmE 4.—Pressuredistribution for A7ACA 4412airfoif afoneand In cascadefor ~=M?3 and
cl’=).
0f
t
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— Cascade oirfoilby mefhod of thisreporf
—----- Cascode airfoilby method of reference 11—
—-— Lone oirfoif(’fromreference Itj
----- -
,~ -... Pv
/’ -..
/’ / --~ ~/’
/ /
,
‘.
,
PL
20 40 60 m 100
C~ordwise sfaf[onjperceff f c
FIGURE5.—Pressuredistribution for NAC.4 4412airfoil aloneand in cascadefor ~=1.c3 and
.C1’=0.5.
6 are given in detail, Table 11 gives alI the necessary comp-
utations ancl serves to demonstrate the simplicity of the
method. ) It, is evident from the figures that one effect of
cascading airfoils is to impose a ‘(negative camber in-
fiuence” on the pressure distributions as the Iift coefficient is
increased. Accordingly, for airfoils for use in cascade the
camber must be exaggerated if a certain desired camber
effect on d~e pressure distribution is to be obtained. It is
of interest to note that the calculated angIes of attack are
also in reasonably good agreement as mfiy be seen in the
following tabulation:
Airfoil in cascade Airfoil alone
cl’ 1
ci’ (from ref - CI’ (method of
erence 11) report) a
o –5. 9° – 6.0° –4. 3°
+1. 8°
1::
+2. 3°
+9. 7°
–. 1°
+ 10.4° +4. 0°
I !. . ..1..–.-- _=_ I . .
C;scod~ oirf;llby 1meth~d of t%is;epor’t
~’
---- Coscode oirfo.i[by method of reference //—
—-— Lone oirfoif(from reference Ii,)
~ — . _,
.
k’
20 40 80 80 /00
Chor-u’wisefufion,‘~erce~f-c ,
FIGURE6.—Pressuredistribution for NAC A 44128irfoil 810neand [n ci!mafle fur ~- 1.03snd
C1’=l,o
Unfortunately no pressure distributions over utlstaggcred
cascades at high a.irspeecls COUIC1be found so that the validity
of the compressibility corrections developed in this report
couId not be detwminecl. They have been developed, how-
ever, in much the same way as the compressibility corrections
of reference 3~which have been found to bc in good ugree-
ment with experiment. It is clear, however} that as the
llach number is increased the accuracy of the calculations
will diminish unless the chorcI/gap ratio is simultanco usly
decreased. This will be particularly true as the choking
Alach number is approached,
One miitter of interest coflcerns the effect of compressi-
bility on the lift-curve slop[~ of s cascade ~f hTACA 4412
airfoils having chorcI/gap ratios of O (i. e., Ione nirfc)il), 0.5,
and 1.0 ivbich is shown in figure 7. It is seen thfit the
importani~ of the interference effects of the airfoils in cas-
cade increase so rapidly ~vith Jlach number tbatt contrary
to the usual expectation, a decrease in lifkl.urvc slope ~vith
IMach number is indicated for high soliclit,ics,
An examination of the equations for the choking of cas-
cades indicates that care must be exercised ~vitb at~ unstag-
gered cascade to keep the airfoil thickness small for high
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soliclities if relatively high free-stream llach numbers are
employed. E-i-en for the c~scade considered in figures 4, 5,
and 6, for example, the choking Jlach number as obtained
from figure 3 is only about 0.64 based on the geometric
thickness of the airfoils.
The existence of a boundary layer on the airfoil surfaces
w-ouId, of course, increase the effecti~e thickness which would
reduce tbe rhoking llach number. Tfhen the pressure
gradients are strongly adverse, as in the case of the airfoil
of figure 6, the bounclary-la-yer growth m-ill be increased and
its effect on the choking Xlach number w-ill be more pro-
nounced. The proper choice of camber consistent with the
design Iift will serve to reduce the sharp pressure peak,
thereby improring the critid as w-en as the choking ljach
number.
AMES .&EROXAL-TIC.W LABOR.*TORY}
NATION-AL ~DWSORY COMMITTEE FOR IIEROX~iUTICS1
XIOFFETT FIELD, C.iLIF.,Septtmber, 1947.
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APPENDIX
LIST OF SYMBOLS
The following symbols are used through this report:
a
.4.
B.
c
cl
%4
{/
H
L
h!
.&&
P
P
~
Q
rCJ
t
T
74
~1
All
T7
z
Y.
Yt
a
veIocity of s;und
Fourier coefficients (See equation (7).)
13’ouriercoefficients (See equation (B 14).)
airfoil chord
section Iift coefficient
section quarter-chord-moment coefficient
distance perpendicular to chord between airfoils in
cascade
total head
lift per unit spfin
&lach number
choking llach number
static pressure
without subscript, IocaI
coefficient form; with
efficient (See equation
dynamic pressure
source strength
lift d any chord station in
subscript local pressure co-
(38).)
radial distance in polar coordinates
IocaI pressure coefficient (See, equation (38).)
nmximum airfoil thickness
absolute temperature
horizontal component of velocity
verticaI component of velocity
total incluced veriica] veIocity at the airfoil uncler
eonsiclerat.ion due to the other airfoils in the cas-
cade
velocity
coordinate of points on chord line as measured from
leading edge
ordinate of mean camberrline
orclinate of base profile -
angle of attack
560
A
ratio of specific heat at constant prwsurr to specific
heat at coilstanfi volurnc (cP/c,)
circulation per unit span
compressibili~y correction factor
(’-K) 2
compressibility factor (See equation (39) cmcl fig, 2.)
angular coordinate of points on chcml line (see
equation (7). )
compressibility correction fwtor (1/1 —W)
factor depending upon shtipe of bnsc profiIo (Sew
equation (B20) and tabIe I.)
(
y—l
compressibility correction factor 1+~ .ilIz
)
mfiss clensit,y
()
factor depending upon solidity of mscaclc ‘z-<
48 gz
inclirmtion of the radius r to a Iine normctl to thc’ air-
foil chorcl (See fig. 1.)
polar angle in pckr coordinates (positive counter-
clockwise)
SIJPERSCRIP M
used to distinguish properties of cascade airfoil
denotes cascade airfoil charac.tmis~im as coefficient-s
referred to dynamic pressure of incident strenm a~
center of pressure
SUBSCRIPTS
denotes values in stream far ahead of cwcwde (excep~
when used to indicat,c a,numberecl Fourier coefllcicnt.}
clenotes local conditions at point in fluicI
denotes values on lower surface of airfoil
denotes values on upper surface of airfoil
refers to base profile
denotes a velocity inducecl by a vortex
denoks a velocity induced by a source. or sink
APPENDIX B
VELOCITY C031PONEN’!M INDUCED BY AIRFOILS IX CASCADE
For incompressible flow over a single airfoil, the verticaI
velocity (perpendimdar to the chord) induced at the point on
the chord re by its on-n -rorticity distribution is
To obtain the velocity for compressible flow, the factor
(Bl)
must be applied to the right-hand side of equation (B 1) as
is shown in reference 9. Here J1 is the Jfach number of the
undisturbed stream and @ is the a@e between the stream
direction and a line drawn from the vortex to the point in
question. For a single airfoiI @ is aIways cIose to 0° or 180°
and the inducecl -relocity in a compressible stream is ap-
proximately
Equation (B3) can be integrated by substituting for d~fdx
and for x the followkg:
g=9T7
(h - (.40 cot ~e+~n sin nd. ) (6)
r=; (1—cosf?) (7)
The details of the integration are given in reference 2, page 4.
The resulting expression is
(B5)
The -rerticaI -wIocity at a point on the chord of an airfoil
in cascade is made up of three parts. These are (1) the
velocity U’ induced by its own vor~ices, (2) the velocity AC,
incluced by the vortices of the remaining airfoils of the
cascade, and (3) the ~elocity AU. induced by the sources and
sinks of the remaining airfoils.
By analogy with equation (B5):
d
~.=h (–AO’+5AJ cos no
n=l )
The -rertical veIocity induced b-y the vorticity
of the other airfoiIs is given b-y the expression
d~’ .
(B6)
distribution
Al?.= ~ ‘E s‘Zsm’” ( ~~1—3PTm )1—.?12 COS2Tm dx (B7)T m=l 0
The summation is over the remaining airfoils of the cascade.
The angle ~ is measured clockwise between the vertical and
a line from the vortex to the point in question, as indicated
in Hgure 1. The factor in parentheses is that necessary to
gi-ve the correct result for compressible flow. It is derived
from the fact or (B2) with ~%eof the relation sin @= —cos r.
Since r~= (mg/cos ~~) and tan r~= (Z–rO}/mg so that
2—r.
and
the preceding equation may be written
dx (B8)
Expanding the term in brackets in a power series in (z–xJ
jmg, neglecting terms involving the cube and higher powers,
and noting tha~
$ $=;
there is obtained
Av==~ J‘= (z–ro)d.z6kg2 ~ dx
If equations (6) and (7) are substituted into
(B9)
equation (B9)
and the indicated integration is per formed, ~there is tlnalIy
obtained
AU
[ 1
-’=–2 ; (A’+; A,’) –(2LI,’+A,’) Cos e @lo)v .
where
It is interesting to note tha~ equation (B 10) can be more
directly obtained by replacing each of the airfoils of the
cascade by a single -rortex. The important point in such a
deri~ation is the proper chordwise location of this vortex at
the airfoil center of pre-simre.
In a manner similar to thai in which equation (B1O) was
obtained it is possibIe to sho~ that neglecting terms invoIving
(x–xO)/rag to the third and higher powers,
Au,
V“—. (B12)
In Appendix B of reference 3 the velocity components in-
duced by a source at the origti are given as folio-ws: The
velocity component perpendicular to the stream AC*is
~ ~fl –.11’ (sin@)
27rr [ 1—w Sinz @ 1
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and the induced velocity component para]]e~ to the stream
Au,, is
Q __ COS@
[%r ~1 –Mz (1–M2 sin’ @)1
where Q is the mass flow diviclecl by the free-stream density.
The vertical velocity induced by the source-sink distribu-
tions of the remaining airfoiIs of the cascade can then be
expressed as
and the corresponding horizontal induced vclociiy is,
noting that cos @ = — sin rm,
after
dQ’
where ~ dz is the source strength over an elemeni of chord
dx of the cascade airfoiI, Substituting for r~ and cos ~,,,and
sin T., as before, expanding, and neghwting the third and
higher power of (z– xJ/mg, there is obtained
(B13)
cZQ’The source-silllc distribution ~ is ~low expressed by the
following series:
dQ’ .
~=2V(B0’ cot ~ O+~B.’ sin nd) (%!14)
~=1
On substitution of equation (B 14) the integral in equation
(B13) can be evaluated, obtaining, ana]agous]y with equa-
tions (B1O) and (B12):
Av,_
-T, –o (!315)
and
Au, 2~
v ~3[(~o’+; ~2’) – (2Bo’+B,’) COS6] (Ill6)
Since the airfoil must be a closed figure, it follows that
J
c (i?Q’
— dz=o
~ dx
By substitution of equation (B 14) in equation (B 17), there is
obtained
2Bo’+11,’=f) (B 18)
so that
Au,, o-.=—‘V #2Bo’ +~2’)
From thin airfoil theory (reference 2) it cxn be shown thut
(3319}
where Vi is the ordinate of the base profile as meas~lrcd from
the axis of symmetry in terms of the airfoil rllord at. t.hc cor-
responding J; st%tion.
In the. problcm of determining tlw wail interference i.n n
two-dimensional wind tunnel, an evahmtion of the infiucnrp
of the image base profiles yields an idcmtical result if the
limitations of thin airfoil theory arc presumed. Lork (disc-
ussed in reference 3) has evaluated the image lxw profilo
effects as regards wall interference in tlw incomprrssibk’ msc
for profiles not necessarily thin and has found tl]at (iu the!
notation of this report)
is a more- precise value to replace ZBo’ +B2’, wllcrc I’ff
base-profile pressure coefilcicnt in incompressible
(B20)
is the
flow.
Values of A computed by equation (B20) for various airfoils
are given in table 1 which was talien from rrferenw 3.
Accordingly, as in refwencc 3, this value is used in this report
so that the ~elocity increment due to tl)e effwt of sources and
sinks becomes
(B21)
It should be noted that properly Lock’s result for incom-
pressible flow is
Howeveiy the expression for 1’ is
V= T’,+ Au
so it follows that
Thus for incompressible flow
Au,
()
Au
-T,-= Au 1 – ~, (IM3)
which to the first. order in o is stiII equation (13Z2) so th%l,
equation (B21 ) for compressible flow follo!vs. From equa-
tions (BJ.2) rind (B21) it is ckwr tl~at the in flurnce at the
position of one airfoil of the cascade due to all oth(’r airfoils
of the cascade is simply that promotwl by the sourrr-sink
system
AU Ar—-= —v h’ JB24)
x~oreover, because At’, (equation (B13) ) is zero, it follows
from equation (B 10)
A~_
[
9 g (~o’+$ xj2’)— (2A0’+AI’) CO~@‘V-––A . 1
(1325)
SAMPLE PRESSURE-DISTRIBUTION CALCULATION
TabIe 11 gives aII the necessary calculations to arri_re at the
cascade pressure distribution shown in figure 6. It. was
desired to obtain the pressure distribution for a cascade of
NACA 4412 airfoils given the values c,’= 1.0 and c/g= 1.03
for comparison with the distribution caIcnlated by tie method
of conformal trmsforrnat ion given in reference 11.
Since the assumed flow is incompressible, then k, ,1.c,and $
are unity and q and T’ are zero. From tabIe 1, A is 0.237.
The parameter a is 0.220. The lift coefficient for the
corresponding airfoil in free air is obtained from equation
(48) as 1.335. By potentisd theory, for the XACA 4412
airfoil the free-air angle of attae~ for cl= 1.335 is 6.S0 and_
c~c14 ~~ —0.1 1 so that for the airfoil in cascade, by equation
(22) , a’= 1o.4°.
?’alues of the pressure coefficien~ for the isoIated airfoil
were calculated from the free-air dues of reference 11 using
the method of reference 5. From these pressures -F’ was
determined and the P* w-as obtained from equation (24).
P* and 1– Pf* (equaI to 1– Pf) were thee. combined by
equations (43) to gi~e 1— PU* and 1—PL*. The cascade
pressure distribution was finally obtained using equations
(44) .
TABLE I.—VALUES OF A FOR VARIOUS BASE PROFILES
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TABLE 11.—CALCULATION OF CASCADE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION OF FIGURE 6 (SEE APPENDIX C)
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